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MAXIMUM FORCES APPLIED BY PILOTS ' 

TO -WHEEL-TYPE CONTROLS 

By William H. McAvoy 

SUMMARY z 

. --- 
tieasurements were made of the maximum push, pull, and 

tangential forces that could be applied to airplane wheel- .- 
type controls for a rrrde range of fore-ana-aff positions 
of the wheel. The measurements mere conducted with aevor- 
al sizes of wheels and several heights of the center of fie 
wheel above the scat. Various one- and tvo-hand grips nith 
oilots both secure and free mere studied for each of the 
tmo pilots used in the investigation, - --___ -A 

--. _ ..- _ .- 

INTRODUOTION 

During 1934, moasuremonts were made at Langley Field -- 
of the maximum fore -and-aft and lateral forces a pilot = 
could exert on a control stick. These results are pub-- 
lished in reference 1. Because of interest in the forces 
on nheel-type controls, the measurements reported tin ref-- 
ercnce 1 have been extendod to include the forces, both 
fora-and-aft and tangential, that a pilot can exert on 
nhccl-typo controls. . . .- 

- 
APPARATUS .- 

Tho apparatus used for making the measurements con- 
sisted of a model cockpit nitb pilot's seat, control wheel, 
and rudder bar. . -- Tho forces yerc indicated b-y an -Ames 
strain gage and a flcxtblc beam, as described in referen. 
1, rrith the exception that a special fitting was designod 
to g5vo both push and pull and tangential forces as applied 
at the rim of the nheol. This -apparatus is accurate to f3 
pounds. Figure 1 is a photograph of the set-up for measur- 
ing push and pull f'orccs,. show&g the belts used.for sec?G5 
ing tho pilot in the seat, Figure 2 is a photograph of the. 

-- 
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set-up for measuring tangential forces; it also shows the 
belts used for securing the pilot Jn the seat. Figure 3 
is a photograph shotiing details of the set-up for measur- 
ing tangential forces. 

Four wheel sizes were used, as follows: 

12-inch wheel - outside diameter 12~3/4 inches. 

14-inch wheel i- outside diamet-e-r 14-3/4 inches. 

16-inch wheel - outside diameter 16-3/4 inches. 

18-inch rrrhe-el - outside diameter 18-3/4 inch-es. 

(Diameter of wheel given on charts ,is median diameter of 
rim. Rim is of 
deep.) 

7plymood 3/4-inch thick and l-1/2 inches 

The two pilots whose physical characteristics are 
given in table I(a) wer-e used in the investigation. 

TESTS I . 

The tests were conducted mith the cockpit attitude 
normal or level and with the pilot sitting on a parachute, 
placed in a bucket-type Filot?s sea-t, The pilot's feet 
mere placed comfortably upon the rudder bar, which was free 
to rotate but m&s normally held in a neutral position. NO 

other restriction was placed upon the use made of tbe.rud- 
der bar while applying forces to th.e reheel. For all test 
conditions, measurements mere made for a range of fore-and- 
aft positions of the.wheel, 

For most of the tests the pilot was secured by,tmo 
belts, an ordinary safety belt and a chest belt or strap, 
as in the earlier controbstick tests (reference l)! The 
acrobatic shoulder harness used in the earlier tests was 
not---m-because it did not restrain or affect the Dilctts 
reach in the normal attitude of the cockpit when the.chest 
strap was used. Additional tests mere made with the belts 
detached to obtain a comparison of forces applied mhile-se- 
curt3 and free. No tests mere made tiith the ordinary safety 
belt alone because this belt has very little, if any, ef- 
fect on forces applied by the pilot,in any normal-flight 
condition. 
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hteasurement of push and pull forces with several 
sizes of wheel were made with the center of the.tiheels-16 
inches a'oove the seat. 'i7ith the 12-inch-diameter wheel; 
measurements mere also made with the wheel center 10 inches - 
above the seat to-determine the effect of the vertical po- 
sition of the wheel. The schematic drawing in ta%l% I(b) 
shows the limits of the wheel position-for the tests; -- -- 

'Tangential forces applied at the wheel rim were com- 
pletely investigated mith the &heels at &-hgkYf I4 
inches. The 12-inch nheel vas also placed at heights c? - 
10 inches and 18 inches to determine the effect cf‘leight 
on tangential forces; .-> 

The grip used in all tests, except the tests dealing 
with the position of the.hand or hands upon the wheel. (for 
tangential force only), was a normal grip with a hana on 
each side of the wheel. For the tests dealing with the 
effect of position of the hand or hands upon the wheel and 
with variation of force. ap;plied as the *heel was turned, 
the 12-inch wheel was gripped with both hands and with one. 
hand in several positions. For one-hand grips 6nly the 
right hand was used; i.e., one hand on the top of the 
Thee1 (arm a1on.g mheel rim) or one hand on the side of the 
rheel. .-__ -. 

In ardor to find the effect of the.turning of the 
wheel upon the maximum tangenti&. forca, the wheel was '- 
gripped as though, with grip normal, the wheel were turned 
through 9dc and force applied in the direction of turn 
(hands on top and bottom bf wheel). !i!he other position 
tested with a two-hand grip was with both hands on the top 
of the wheel. 

RESULTS ABD DISCUSSION 

The results of the measurements to determine the max- 
imum forces that can be-applied to a mbeel controliunder 
varying cond,itions of mheel size, wheel height, and longi- 
tudinal position of the wheel in the cockpit are preseqte.d 
in figures 4 to 19. In. all the figures the~maximu~m~forces 
are Tlotted. against lcngitudinal position of the wheel; 

-=- 
j?ush and null farces.- In figures 4 and 5 are shiwn .. 

the push and pull forces obtained.with the pilot secure 
and free. It will be noted that the tendency- is for the 
push forces to peak ivith the wheel in a positicn about'24 ._ -- 

- 
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inches from the back of the seat. It is also shown that 
the pilot can exert a greater pull: force when in the-se- 
cure position, 

The effect of wheel diameter is shown in figures 6 
and 7. In general, the forces'for the pilot secure tend 
to be greater with the 16-inch wheel for both push and 
pull conditions. It is'interesting to note that for the 
push forces the optimum wheel position is about 24 inches 
from seat, while pull forces increase steadily with the 
distance of the wheel from the seat. 

The effect of wheel height above the seat (figs. 8 
and 9) shows a marked increase in bush and pull forces 
with tho wheel in the higher.position over a large part of 
the range. Forpull, however, the.forcss follow more 
closely for the two height conditions. 

forces.- Tangential The variation of-tangential force 
ITith mheel diameter shows that larger forces are obtained 
with the smaller wheel diameters for both clockwise and 
counterclockwise rotation (figs..10 and 11). -It will be _ 
noted that minimum forces are obtained with the wheel in 
the extreme forward position. 

The tangential forces obtained with pilot secure and 
pilot free (figs. 12 and 13) are agproximately equal with 
the wheel in the rearmost position but, as the wheel is 
movod forward, there-is a definite decrease in the forces 
applied by the pilot-in the secure $ositioq, This degrgase 
is due chiefly to the fact that, aq the wheel is moved away 
from tho pilot, it becomes necessary for him to work with 
arms more extended, thereby cutting dorm on his mochaniosl 
leverage. 

The effect of variation of wheel height above the 
seat is shown in figures 14 and 15.. The general trend of 
the forces as shown would indicate that the high wheel 
position is slightly fsvorablo. 

The results of various two-hand positions are shown 
in figures 16 and 17 and represent a few of the combina- 
tions of positions that can be obta‘ined for normal-fiight 
use. Tha position of both hands on the sides of the wheel 
is considered to be the most common for normal flying, 
while both hands on top of the nhecl is probably used as 
an nl-t-ernate position. The quartor-turn of the nhool po- 
sition (hands on top and bottom) was investigated princi- 

. 
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pally to shoa the forces that can be applied mhen moving 
the wheel through the larger displacements. 

Figures 18 and 19 show the forces obtainable through 
a single-hand effort (right hand) on the wheel. It is in- 
teresting to note that for the clockwise-rotation the 
greater force can be exerted by one -hand, as against the 
two-hand position on top of the wheel. 
17.) 

(See figs. 16 and 
I%e reason for this difference is believed .to be 'due 

to the more favorable position the pilot can assume-in the 
one-hand position. 

Langley Kcmorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., October 11, 193'7. 

1. Gough, M. N., and Beard, A. P.: Limitations of the 
Pilot in Applying Forces to Airplane Controls. 
T.N. No. 550, N.A.C.A., 1936. 

- 

2. f&atc/ricl Division, U.S. Army Air Corps: Dimensions 
of bvorage Pilot. Handbook of Instructions-for 
Airplane Designers, vol. I, seventh edition, 193.2, 
fig. 163, p. 325. 
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TABLE I(o). The Physical Dimensions of the TWO Pilots 

Dimension 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 

i H 
J 
K 

- L 
x 

l- Average pilot 
(reference 2) 

(in.) 
68!20 
30.70 
33.28 
17.84 
17.12 
16.40 

4,12 
22.00 
10.48 
13.12 
23.85 
4s.80 

Distance betmeen finger tips 
with arms spread (in.) 

Veight without flying gear (lb.) 

Pilot A 
(in.) 
66.5 
30.5 
33,4 
17.5 
16.5 
l&2 

4.4 
21.5 

,lO.l 
9.8 

23.3 
4173 

Pilot B 
(in,) , 
66.0 .\ 

3173 
33.0 
1990 
14.8 
16!0 

4.5 
21.5 

9.0 
10.0 
22.5 
41.0 

67;O 68.0 
145.0 165.0 
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TABLE I(b). Arrangement of Cockpit Controls 

Di- U.S. SCiPY i U.S. hrmy 
Zen.- spccificationl Air Corps 
sion specification 

(tn. 1 (in.1 

A 35 to 41 !35-3/8 to 3%3/8 
B 6 to 10 2-l/4 to 10-314 
C 3to 5 3-l/4 
D 15 to 17 12 to 19-l/2 
E 18 to 22 18. 
G 12 minimum 16-5/'8 
H 8O to 10' 13-l/2' 
K 30 / - 

Lateral distance, I 
center to center, I of rudder pedals 1 16-l/4 

I 

Average of 7 Cockpit 
H.A.C.A. air- model 
planes (mili- used $.n 
tary and com- tests 
merciaL)(in.) (in.) 

35 to 39 33-l/2 
3to 5 6 ' 
3fo4 - 

14 to 22 10. to 18 
14 to 19 18 

9 to 13 12 
6O to loo 14O 
5" to 120 loo 

12 to 21 
I 

20 
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I 
Figure 1.0 $et-up for measuring push and pull forma. 

Figure 2.- Bet-up for measuring tangential foraee. 



rigurs a.-- lbtsilsd view of set-up for mea5llrlng tmgentia1 forcee. 
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Figure 4.- Variation of push an3 pull forces with pilot free and 
pilot secure, 12 inch wheel, center of wheel 16 inches . 

above seat, grip normd, pilot A. 
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Figure 5.- Variation of push and pull forces with pilot free and 
pilot secure, 12 inch wheel, center of wheel 16 inches 

above seat, grip normal, pilot 9, 
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Figure 6.- Variation of push anal pull forces with wheel diameter, 
center of wheel 16 ixhes above seat, pilot secure, grip -- -- normal, pilot A. . 
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ELEVATCRS 

Fig. 7 
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Figure 7.- Variation of push and pull forces with wheel diameter, 
center of wheel 16 inches above seat, piiot secure, 

grip normal, pilot B. 
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Figure 8.- Variation of push ani pull fcrces with height of center 
of wheel abbve seat, 12 inch wheel, &rip normal, pilot 

' secure, pilot A. .- 
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Bigure 9.- Variatlon of push an3 pull forces w%th height of center 
of wheel above seat, 12 inch wheel, grip normal, pilot 

secure, pilot B. 
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EQure lO.- Variation of tangential force with wheel diameter, 12 
and 18 inch wheels, center of wheel 14 inches above 

seat, pilot secure, grip norml, pilot A. 
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Figure ll.- Variation of tangential force with wheel diameter, 12, 14 
and 16 inch wheels, center of wheel 14 inches above seat, 

pilot secure, grip normal, pilot B. 
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AILERONS 
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Figure 12.- Variation of tangential force with pilot free an3 pilot 
secure, 12 in&n wheel, center of wheel 14 inches above 

seat, grip normal, pilot A. 
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Figure 13.- Variation of tangential force with pilot free an-l. pilot 
secure, 12 inch wheel, ctnter of wh.ezl 14 inches ahove mm. .--- 

seat, pilot B. 
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12 16 20 24. 
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Figure 14.- Variation of tmgenti+ force with height of center of .-_. 12 inch whed above seat, pilot secure, grip normal, 
pilot A. -.- 
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Figure 15.- Variation of'tungentisl force with height of center of 
12 inch wheel above seat, pilot secure, grip nor&l, 

pilot B. 
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Figure 16.- Variation of tangential force with various two-hand grips, 
12 inch wheel, center of wheel 14 inches above sat, pilot 

secure, pilot A. 
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Figure 17.- Variation of tangential force with various two-hand 
grips, 12 inch wheel, cdnter of wheel 14 inches above 

seat, pilot secure, pilot B. 
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Figure 18.- Variation of tangential force with one hand (right) in 
two positions on wheel, with both hanIs, grip normal, 

12 inch wheel, center of nheel 14 inches above seat, pilot secure, 
pilot A. 
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Figure l's.- Variation of tangential force with one had (right)- in 
two positions m wheel, with both hands, grip normal, 12 

inch wheel. center of wheel 14 inches above seat, pilot secure, 
pilot B, 


